O’MALEY MIDDLE SCHOOL
STUDENT OF THE WEEK 1/20/12
6TH
Crisbel Mercado - Kind, cooperative, accepting of others, and Strives for Success!!!
Dylan Lessard - Perseveres, accepts others and teachers input, excels on graded assignments, and is cooperative and stays on
Task.
Ryan Sanfilippo - working hard, kind, looks out for others, asks great questions, interested in science, good role model

Kaitlin Marques - has made a conscious effort to get extra help, she's helpful to peers and considerate and courteous..

7TH
Abby Powers - Abby consistently leads by example in doing all her assignments with disciplined integrity and diligent
attention to detail. She always accepts helpful feedback and then uses it to improve whatever she is working on. She willingly
works with any other student and always helps out in making sure her classmates know what to do.
Melissa Laurie - Melissa is a welcome addition to all her classes. She personifies the attributes of acceptance and integrity by
working hard in all her classes and being an excellent group participant. All her teachers enjoy her contributions to class
discussions.
Alexis Raymond - Excellence in project design in science. Works very hard and asks great questions. Always aiming to
improve.
Ailinn Vitale - Maintains high scores in science and is very helpful to her peers. She is well liked and respected by her
classmates for her efforts.

8TH
Krystal Riley - Krystal is a young lady with strong integrity who is also a kind and thoughtful friend. She works hard in every
class!
Giusi Favazza - Giusi has leadership skills such as always giving her best in class and always being respectful and nice to
everyone. She is a pleasure to have in class!
Molly White - Molly has been chosen as a People to People ambassador and she will have a chance to share her leadership
skills with kids from other countries. Also in the O'Maley community and in the Gloucester community she always sets a good
example of service to others!

